ABSTRACT. The stationary periodical problem of a vibrating rectangular plate, stressed at a segment while fixed elsewhere at one of its edges, is considered. Using the finite Fourier transformation, the problem is converted to a singular integral equation that in turn can be reduced to an infinite system of algebraic equations. The truncation of the algebraic system is justified.
CONVERSION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS INTO A SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATION
The boundary conditions considered in this problem are o-(x,O;t)f-P'e '', (P-const.), Ixl <c (1.1) (x,o;t)--o, c lxl <t (1.2) x(x,0;t) 0, Ixl <t (1.3) "(x,-1;t)=O, Ixl <:t (1.4) x(x,-1;t) 0, 
Recalling that G(x) 0 for -c < x < c and integrating eq. (2.1) with respect to 0, we obtain over the interval -c <x <c
where t is constant and the primes over the summation symbols mean that the value n 0 is not included.
Here we have used the expansion x-' (-1)e. Ak-x/(t-A)(t-B)tkdt, A-e -, (3.6)
The right-hand side in the last expression tends to zero since Q, 0( ! according to the definitions (1.25) and (1.23) , and the relation (3.5) will eventually be fulfilled. In view of the above considerations (eki [5] ), it follows that equation (2.13) has the unique lution G_ _+ [I + g-(K -R)]-R--KO) (3.7) where I is e unit operator. Further, e resulting eor due to the truncation can be estimated according to e foula G_-0_11 e-gd_)ll (3.8) 
